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7,777 INCREDIBLE QUOTES – There’s a modern term called “networking.” It means having a

relationship with other people to develop one’s career. Think of reading a massive book of

quotes as a type of networking towards developing your wisdom.The world is a confusing place

and how can it hurt to have the guidance of thousands to help untangle the bewilderment?

Others have said words worth reading and words worth remembering.Mark Twain said, - “Don't

part with your dreams. When they are gone you may still exist, but you have ceased to

live.”Emily Dickinson said, - “That it will never come again is what makes life so

sweet.”Abraham Lincoln said, - “Do I not destroy my enemies when I make them my

friends?”Such words can be heartening and stimulating. Many are the utterings from wise

people long gone and they reflected a time when honor, self-discipline and respect were

expected. Perhaps by looking to the past we each may find our own path to the future?

Napoleon Hill said, - “Failure is nature’s plan to prepare you for great responsibilities.”Goldie

Hawn said, - “I have witnessed the softening of the hardest of hearts by a simple smile.”George

Washington Carver said, - “Ninety-nine percent of the failures come from people who have the

habit of making excuses.”7,777 INCREDIBLE QUOTES is a very large book containing

hundreds and hundreds of pages. You will not doubt be entertained and even inspired for

hours, and hours and then hours more. I’m hopeful that a few of the quotes or a few dozen will

assist you in your journey forward.Well known author and political columnist William Safire

said, William - “No one flower can ever symbolize this nation.” America is a bouquet.”Famed

women’s rights leader Gloria Steinem said, - “A woman without a man is like a fish without a

bicycle.”Renowned “How to – Baby Book” Author Dr. Benjamin Spock said, - “Trust yourself.

You know more than you think you do.”
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a simple smile.” George Washington Carver said, - “Ninety-nine percent of the failures come

from people who have the habit of making excuses.” 7,777 INCREDIBLE

QUOTES is a very large book containing hundreds and hundreds of pages. You will not doubt

be entertained and even inspired for hours, and hours and then hours more. I’m hopeful that a

few of the quotes or a few dozen will assist you in your journey forward. Well known author and

political columnist William Safire said, William - “No one flower can ever symbolize this nation.”

America is a bouquet.” Famed women’s rights leader Gloria Steinem said, - “A woman without

a man is like a fish without a bicycle.” Renowned “How to – Baby Book”

Author Dr. Benjamin Spock said, - “Trust yourself. You know more than you think you

do.” Chapter 1 W. Clement Stone - “Try – try - try - and keep on trying is the rule that must be

followed to become an expert in anything.” Elizabeth Stone - “The particular human chain were

part of is central to our individual identity.” Patrick Stewart - “There can be no justice so long as

rules are absolute.” Stobaeus - “How vain is learning unless intelligence go with it.” Alexandra

Stoddard - “What we do today right now will have an accumulated effect on all our

tomorrows.” John Still - “The memories of men are too frail a thread to hang history from.” Bob

Stokes - “The world is proof that God is a committee.” Caskie Stinnett - “A diplomat is a person

who can tell you to go to hell in such a way that you actually look forward to the trip.” Laurence

Sterne - “Courtship consists in a number of quiet attentions not so pointed as to alarm nor so

vague as not to be understood.” Laurence Sterne - “A large volume of adventures may be

grasped within this little span of life by him who interests his heart in everything.” Laurence

Sterne - “Nothing is so perfectly amusing as a total change of ideas.” Laurence Sterne -

“Solitude is the best nurse of wisdom.” Adlai Ewing Stevenson - “All progress has resulted from

people who took unpopular positions.” Adlai Ewing Stevenson - “In America anybody can be

president. That’s one of the risks you take.” Adlai Ewing Stevenson - “Man does not live by

words alone despite the fact that sometimes he has to eat them.” Adlai Ewing Stevenson -

“There was a time when a fool and his money were soon parted but now it happens to

everybody.” Adlai Ewing Stevenson - “A free society is one where it is safe to be

unpopular.” Adlai Ewing Stevenson - “Flattery is all right so long as you don’t inhale.” Adlai

Ewing Stevenson - “Let us talk sense to the American people. Let us tell them the truth that

there are no gains without pains.” Wallace Stevens - “The summer night is like a perfection of

thought.” Wallace Stevens - “You can’t depend on your judgment when your imagination is out

of focus.” George Stephanopoulos - “The President has kept all of the promises he intended to

keep.” James Stephens - “Curiosity will conquer fear even more than bravery will.” James

Stephens - “Originality does not consist in saying what no one has ever said before but in

saying exactly what you think yourself.” Bill Stern - “Our elections are free its in the results

where eventually we pay.” Judith Stern - “Experience a comb life gives you after you lose your

hair.” Charles Proteus Steinmetz - “No man really becomes a fool until he stops asking

questions.” Gloria Steinem - “Each individual woman’s body demands to be accepted on its

own terms.” Gloria Steinem - “Happy or unhappy families are all mysterious.” Gloria Steinem -

“Evil is obvious only in retrospect.” Gloria Steinem - “A woman without a man is like a fish

without a bicycle.” Gloria Steinem - “Logic is in the eye of the logician.” John Ernst Steinbeck -

“Lord how the day passes it’s like a life--so quickly when we don’t watch it and so slowly if we

do.” John Ernst Steinbeck - “Ideas are like rabbits. You get a couple and learn how to handle

them and pretty soon you have a dozen.” John Ernst Steinbeck - “Power does not corrupt. Fear

corrupts perhaps the fear of a loss of power.” John Ernst Steinbeck - “One man was so mad at

me that he ended his letter Beware. You will never get out of this world alive.” William Howard

Stein - “Keep high aspirations moderate expectations and small needs.” Gertrude Stein - “It



takes a lot of time to be a genius you have to sit around so much doing nothing really doing

nothing.” Cheryl Grossman – “I dream, therefore I become.” Chinese Proverb – “If you bow at

all, bow low.” Christopher North – “Laws were made to be broken.” Cicero – “By doubting we

come at truth.” Claudianus – “He who desires is always poor.” Dan Bellack – “Life is too short

for traffic.” Gertrude Stein - “Silent gratitude isn’t very much use to anyone.” Gertrude Stein -

“Everybody gets so much information all day long that they lose their common

sense.” Gertrude Stein - “Counting is the religion of this generation it is its hope and its

salvation.” Gertrude Stein - “In the United States there is more space where nobody is than

where anybody is. This is what makes America what it is.” Gertrude Stein - “Everybody knows if

you are too careful you are so occupied in being careful that you are sure to stumble over

something.” Gertrude Stein - “F. Scott Fitzgerald is the first of the last generation.” Gertrude

Stein - “What is the answer I was silent? In that case what is the question?” Gertrude Stein -

“There ain’t no answer.” There ain’t going to be any answer. There never has been an answer.

That’s the answer.” Gertrude Stein - “Considering how dangerous everything is nothing is really

very frightening.” Walter Stegner - “Most things break including hearts. The lessons of life

amount not to wisdom but to scar tissue and callus.” Atlantic Starr - “This fairy tale were living

is real inside our hearts.” Lincoln Steffens - “Power is what men seek and any group that gets it

will abuse it. It is the same story.” Pamela Vaull Starr - “Reach high for stars lie hidden in your

soul. Dream deep for every dream precedes the goal.” Sir Richard Steele - “Reading is to the

mind what exercise is to the body.” Lonny Starr - “No matter what happens there’s always

somebody who knew it would.” Elizabeth Cady Stanton - “Truth is the only safe ground to stand

on.” Elizabeth Cady Stanton - “Self-development is a higher duty than self-sacrifice.” Elizabeth

Cady Stanton - “With age come the inner the higher life. Who would be forever young to dwell

always in externals.” Elizabeth Cady Stanton - “Nothing strengthens the judgment and quickens

the conscience like individual responsibility.” Philip Dormer Stanhope - “Democracy means

government by the uneducated while aristocracy means government by the badly

educated.” Charles Stanton - “In America one gets as much justice as one can afford.” Robert

L. Stanfield - “There’s only one me and I’m stuck with him.” Bessie A.” Stanley - “He has

achieved success who has lived well laughed often and loved much.” Luther Standing Bear -

“Civilization has been thrust upon me and it has not added one whit to my love for truth

honesty and generosity.” Baronne Anne Louise Germaine Necker de Stal Stal - “We cease

loving ourselves if no one loves us.” Baronne Anne Louise Germaine Necker de Stal Stal - “We

understand death for the first time when he puts his hand upon one whom we love.” Robert D.

Sprecht - “Under any conditions anywhere whatever you are doing there is some ordinance

under which you can be booked.” Dr. Benjamin Spock - “What good mothers and fathers

instinctively feel like doing for their babies is usually best after all.” Dr. Benjamin Spock - “Trust

yourself. You know more than you think you do.” Edmund Spenser - “Sleep after toil port after

stormy seas ease after war death after life does greatly please.” Edmund Spenser - “A stern

discipline pervades all nature which is a little cruel that it may be very kind.” Edmund Spenser -

“What more felicity can fall to creature than to enjoy delight with liberty.” Charles Haddon

Spurgeon - “You cannot slander human nature it is worse than words can paint it.” Charles

Haddon Spurgeon - “It is said that our anxiety does not empty tomorrow of its sorrows but only

empties today of its strength.” Charles Haddon Spurgeon - “It is not how much we have but

how much we enjoy that makes happiness.” 
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L. Stanfield - “There’s only one me and I’m stuck with him.” Bessie A.” Stanley - “He has

achieved success who has lived well laughed often and loved much.” Luther Standing Bear -

“Civilization has been thrust upon me and it has not added one whit to my love for truth

honesty and generosity.” Baronne Anne Louise Germaine Necker de Stal Stal - “We cease

loving ourselves if no one loves us.” Baronne Anne Louise Germaine Necker de Stal Stal - “We

understand death for the first time when he puts his hand upon one whom we love.” Robert D.

Sprecht - “Under any conditions anywhere whatever you are doing there is some ordinance

under which you can be booked.” Dr. Benjamin Spock - “What good mothers and fathers

instinctively feel like doing for their babies is usually best after all.” Dr. Benjamin Spock - “Trust

yourself. You know more than you think you do.” Edmund Spenser - “Sleep after toil port after

stormy seas ease after war death after life does greatly please.” Edmund Spenser - “A stern

discipline pervades all nature which is a little cruel that it may be very kind.” Edmund Spenser -

“What more felicity can fall to creature than to enjoy delight with liberty.” Charles Haddon

Spurgeon - “You cannot slander human nature it is worse than words can paint it.” Charles

Haddon Spurgeon - “It is said that our anxiety does not empty tomorrow of its sorrows but only

empties today of its strength.” Charles Haddon Spurgeon - “It is not how much we have but

how much we enjoy that makes happiness.” Charles Haddon Spurgeon - “Nobody ever

outgrows Scripture the book widens and deepens with our years.” Charles Haddon Spurgeon -

“If your religion does not make you holy it will damn you. It is simply painted pageantry to go to

hell in.” Charles Haddon Spurgeon - “Learn to say no.” It will be of more use to you than to be

able to read Latin.” Charles Haddon Spurgeon - “The Lord gets his best soldiers out of the

highlands of affliction.” Charles Haddon Spurgeon - “I believe a very large majority of church

goers are merely unthinking slumbering worshipers of an unknown God.” Charles Haddon

Spurgeon - “Never for fear of feeble man restrain your witness.” Charles Haddon Spurgeon -

“Of two evils choose neither.” Charles Haddon Spurgeon - “Feel for others - in your

pocket.” Stephen Spender - “History is the ship carrying living memories to the future.” Grace

Spear - “The more we give of anything the more we shall get back.” Herbert Spencer - “Opinion

is ultimately determined by the feelings and not by the intellect.” Herbert Spencer - “Education

has for its object the formation of character.” Herbert Spencer - “The great aim of education is

not knowledge but action.” Herbert Spencer - “The ultimate result of shielding men from the

effects of folly is to fill the world with fools.” Herbert Spencer - “Civilization is a progress from an



indefinite incoherent homogeneity toward a definite coherent heterogeneity.” Herbert Spencer -

“How often misused words generate misleading thoughts.” Herbert Spencer - “Life is the

continuous adjustment of internal relations to external relations.” Muriel Spark - “Be on the alert

to recognize your prime at whatever time of your life it may occur.” Muriel Spark - “Parents learn

a lot from their children about coping with life.” Muriel Spark - “All my pupils are the crime de la

crime. Give me a girl of an impressionable age and she is mine for life.” Gary Sow - “If you don’t

go fishing because you thought it might rain you will never go fishing.” This applies to more

than fishing.” Thomas Sowell - “Politeness and consideration for others is like investing pennies

and getting dollars back.” Thomas Sowell - “There are only two ways of telling the complete

truth -anonymously and posthumously.” Jared Sparks - “When you talk you repeat what you

already know when you listen you often learn something.” Robert South - “Speech was given to

the ordinary sort of men whereby to communicate their mind but to wise men whereby to

conceal it.” Robert South - “Defeat should never be a source of discouragement but rather a

fresh stimulus.” Robert South - “If there be any truer measure of a man than by what he does it

must be by what he gives.” Douglas South Wind - “You can tell the ideas of a nation by its

advertisements.” Robert Southey - “Not where I breathe but where I love. I live not where I love

but where I am I die.” Robert Southey - “If you would be pungent be brief for it is with words as

with sunbeams - the more they are condensed the deeper they burn.” Robert Southey - “The

loss of a friend is like that of a limb time may heal the anguish of the wound but the loss cannot

be repaired.” Julia Sorel - “If you’re never scared or embarrassed or hurt it means you never

take any chances.” Susan Sontag - “The camera makes everyone a tourist in other peoples

reality and eventually in ones own.” Susan Sontag - “What is most beautiful in virile men is

something feminine what is most beautiful in feminine women is something masculine.” Susan

Sontag - “AIDS obliges people to think of sex as having possibly the direst consequences

suicide. Or murder.” King Solomon - “Comfort me with apples for I am sick of love.” Aleksandr

Isayevich Solzhenitsyn - “A man is happy so long as he chooses to be happy and nothing can

stop him.” Aleksandr Isayevich Solzhenitsyn - “It is easier to be wise for others than for

ourselves.” Valerie Sokolosky - “There is one universal gesture that has one universal message

- a smile Joseph Sobran - “Politics is the conspiracy of the unproductive but organized against

the productive but unorganized.” Jan L. A. van de Snepscheut - “In theory there is no difference

between theory and practice. But in practice there is.” Tommy Smothers - “Red meat is not bad

for you.” Now blue-green meat that’s bad for you Tommy Smothers - “The only valid censorship

of ideas is the right of people not to listen.” Will Smith – “Money and success don’t change

people they merely amplify what is already there.” Carrie P. Snow - “Science is the refusal to

believe on the basis of hope.” Tobias G. Smollett - “Who bravely dares must sometimes risk a

fall.” Jan Smuts - “When in doubt do the courageous thing.” Margaret Chase Smith - “When

people keep telling you that you can’t do a thing you kind of like to try it.” Roger Smith - “You

don’t just stumble into the future.” You create your own future.” Russell Smith - “An Indian tribe

is sovereign to the extent that the U.S. permits it to be sovereign.” Lillian Smith - “To believe in

something to yet proved and to underwrite it with our lives it is the only way we can leave the

future open.” Liz Smith - “Begin somewhere you cannot build a reputation on what you intend to

do.” Liz Smith - “To deny we need and want power is to deny that we hope to be

effective.” Kevin Smith - “With what you don’t know about me I could just about fill the Grand

Canyon.” Hannah Whitall Smith - “Where the soul is full of peace and joy outward surrounding

and circumstances are of comparatively little account.” Hannah Whitall Smith - “Seeing our

Father in everything makes life one long thanksgiving and gives rest of the heart.” Albert Smith

- “Tears are the safety valve of the heart when too much pressure is laid on it.” Alexander Smith



- “Memory is a mans real possession. In nothing else is he rich in nothing else is he

poor.” Alexander Smith - “To be occasionally quoted is the only fame I care for.” Alexander

Smith - “Love is but the discovery of ourselves in others and the delight in the

recognition.” Dodie Smith - “I have found that sitting in a place that you have never sat before

can be inspiring.” Donald G. Smith - “Common sense and education are highly compatible in

fact neither is worth much without the other.” Donald G. Smith - “The people who teach us that

it is wrong to be skeptical are themselves the reasons that we should be skeptical.” F. E.

Smedley - “You are looking as fresh as paint.” F. E. Smedley - “All’s fair in love and war.” Samuel

Smiles - “Enthusiasm the sustaining power of all great action.” Samuel Smiles - “Hope is the

companion of power and the mother of success for who so hopes has within him the gift of

miracles.” Samuel Smiles - “Life will always be to a large extent what we ourselves make it.” V.

P. Skipper - “A kiss to a young girl is faith - to a married woman hope - to an old maid

charity.” Swami Sivanada - “When an idea exclusively occupies the mind it is transformed into

an actual physical or mental state.” Swami Sivanada - “Put your heart mind intellect and soul

even to your smallest acts.” This is the secret of success.” Edith Sitwell - “Good taste is the

worst vice ever invented.” Edith Sitwell - “My personal hobbies are reading listening to music

and silence.” Edith Sitwell - “The public will believe anything so long as it is not founded on

truth.” Edith Sitwell - “I am patient with stupidity but not with those who are proud of it.” Debbie

Skelly - “In a mirror last place becomes first place. Just depends on how you wish to look at

it.” Philip Skelton - “History makes us some amends for the shortness of life.” Rebecca Pepper

Sinkler - “The reluctance to put away childish things may be a requirement of genius.” Peter

Singer - “All the arguments to prove mans superiority cannot shatter this hard fact in suffering

the animals are our equals.” Gary Sinise - “Careers like rockets don’t always take off on

schedule. The key is to keep working the engines.” Lee Simonson - “Any event once it has

occurred can be made to appear inevitable by a competent historian.” Donald Sinden - “An

actor who knows his business ought to be able to make the London telephone directory sound

enthralling.” John Simon - “Democracy encourages the majority to decide things about which

the majority is ignorant.” Simonides - “Not even the gods fight against necessity.” Simonides -

“Painting is silent poetry and poetry is painting with the gift of speech.” Simonides - “A man

gains no possession better than a good woman and nothing more horrible than a bad

one.” Curt Simmons - “Throwing a fastball to Henry Aaron is like trying to sneak the sun past a

rooster.” George Pratt Shultz - “It was an attempt to stick the Congress finger in King Hussein’s

eye.” George Pratt Shultz - “Oh you know.” I am secretary of state. My trips aren’t successful. I

just talk to people.” Frank Shutts - “One very important ingredient of success is a good wide-

awake persistent tireless enemy.” Emperor Sigismund - “I am the Roman Emperor and am

above grammar.” Solomon Short - “I’m all in favor of keeping dangerous weapons out of the

hands of fools.” Lets start with typewriters.” Solomon Short - “The only winner in the war was

Tchaikovsky John Shirley - “Weekends are a bit like rainbows they look good from a distance

but disappear when you get up close to them.” George Shinn - “Growth means change and

change involves risk stepping from the known to the unknown.” David Shire - “You can sort of

be married you can sort of be divorced you can sort of be living together but you can’t sort of

have a baby.” Dinah Shore - “Trouble is part of your life and if you don’t share it you don’t give

the person who loves you a chance to love you enough.” Richard Brinsley Sheridan - “He is

indebted to his memory for his jests and to his imagination for his facts.” Richard Brinsley

Sheridan - “The surest way not to fail is to determine to succeed.” Tsutomu Shimomura - “We

call things we don’t understand complex but that means we haven’t found a good way of

thinking about them.” Florence Shinn - “Giving opens the way for receiving.” Paul Sherer -



“They crucified Jesus not because they disliked what he said but because they couldn’t take

it.” Barbara Sher - “Isolation is a dream killer.” Arnot L. Sheppard Jr. - “Isn’t it surprising how

many things if not said immediately seem not worth saying ten minutes from now.” John H.

Shield - “Opportunities are seldom labeled.” Odell Shepard - “It is always wise as it is also fair

to test a man by the standards of his own day and not by those of another.” Unknown - “For

many it’s the weight of shame that topples us into the grave.” Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley -

“The beginning is always today.” Fulton John Sheen - “Life is like a cash register in that every

account every thought every deed like every sale is registered and recorded.” Fulton John

Sheen - “I feel it is time that I also pay tribute to my four writers Matthew Mark Luke and

John.” Fulton John Sheen - “It’s like being a Knight of the Garter. It’s an honor but it doesn’t

hold up anything.” Fulton John Sheen - “Baloney is the unvarnished lie laid on so thick you hate

it. Blarney is flattery laid on so thin you love it.” John Shedd - “When there is an original sound

in the world it makes a hundred echoes.” Irwin Shaw - “There are too many books I haven’t

read too many places I haven’t seen too many memories I haven’t kept long enough.” William

Shedd - “A ship in harbor is safe but that is not what ships are built for.” Unknown - “A society

that considers intelligence, honesty and hard word unfashionable cannot survive.” George

Sheehan - “The minds first step to self-awareness must be through the body.” George Sheehan

- “Happiness is different from pleasure. Happiness has something to do with struggling and

enduring and accomplishing.” Robert Sheckley - “Nothing got him angrier than when people

implied he was paranoid. It made him feel persecuted.” Jessica Sharp - “Why was I so blind

that I couldn’t see our love was changing underneath our very noses Ariel Sharon - “In

Lebanon there was an agreement not to liquidate Yasser Arafat. I’m sorry that we didn’t

liquidate him.” Granville Sharp - “Always endeavor to really be what you would wish to

appear.” Eric Sevareid - “Dealing with network executives is like being nibbled to death by

ducks.” Eric Sevareid - “Next to power without honor the most dangerous thing in the world is

power without humor.” Eric Sevareid - “The bigger the information media the less courage and

freedom they allow. Bigness means weakness.” The Seven Sages - “Do not speak ill of the

dead.” The Seven Sages - “Know thyself.” Rod Serling - “It may be said with a degree of

assurance that not everything that meets the eye is as it appears.” Maurice Setter - “Too many

people miss the silver lining because they’re expecting gold.” John Petit Senn - “Not what we

have But what we enjoy constitutes our abundance.” Dr. Seuss - “Adults are just obsolete

children and the hell with them.” Dr. Seuss - “I meant what I said and I said what I meant. An

elephants faithful one hundred percent.” Dr. Seuss - “Be who you are and say what you feel

because those who mind don’t matter and those who matter don’t mind.” Dr. Seuss - “From

there to here and here to there funny things are everywhere.” Dr. Seuss - “Unless someone like

you cares a whole awful lot nothing is going to get better. Its not.” Maurice Sendak - “There

must be more to life than having everything.” Nick Seitz - “The breakfast of champions is not

cereal its the opposition.” Lee Segall - “It is possible to own too much. A man with one watch

knows what time it is a man with two watches is never quite sure.” John Selden - “No man is

wiser for his learning wit and wisdom are born with a man.” Kathy Seligman - “You can’t reach

your goals if you don’t try.” Pesach Seder - “The willingness to sacrifice is the prelude to

freedom.” Delores Seats - “Inquisitiveness and strength make me want to rise above my valley-

bound brothers. I must reach the summit to see the truth.” Chief Seattle - “Man did not weave

the web of life he is merely a strand in it. Whatever he does to the web he does to

himself.” Pete Seeger - “Education is when you read the fine print. Experience is what you get if

you don’t.” Zachary Scott - “As you grow older you’ll find the only things you regret are the

things you didn’t do.” Anderson H. Scruggs - “Yet after brick and steel and stone are gone and



flesh and blood are dust the dream lives on.” Searamouche - “What makes life worth living is to

be born with the gift of laughter and sense that the world is mad.” David Searles - “The

tendency of an event to occur varies inversely with ones preparation for it.” Angela Schwindt -

“While we try to teach our children all about life our children teach us what life is all

about.” Howard Scott - “Criminal A person with predatory instincts who has not sufficient capital

to form a corporation.” Elias Schwartz - “Anything not worth doing is worth not doing well. Think

about it.” David Joseph Schwartz - “Think little goals and expect little achievements.” Think big

goals and win big success.” David Joseph Schwartz - “The success combination in business is

Do what you do better and Do more of what you do.” David Joseph Schwartz - “How we think

shows through in how we act. Attitudes are mirrors of the mind.” They reflect thinking.” David

Joseph Schwartz - “Do what you fear and fear disappears.” David Joseph Schwartz - “All great

achievements require time.” David Joseph Schwartz - “To fight fear act. To increase fear - wait

put off postpone.” Cristina Rose Schumacher - “Do today what you usually can’t do and save

the frequent and usual things for tomorrow.” Carl Schurz - “Our country right or wrong. When

right to be kept right when wrong to be put right.” Will Schutz - “Everyone is responsible and no

one is to blame.” Charles Monroe Schultz - “Try not to have a good time this is supposed to be

educational.” Charles Monroe Schultz - “That’s the secret to life replace one worry with

another.” Charles Monroe Schultz - “No problem is so formidable that you can’t walk away from

it.”
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